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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1965 Zadeh8 introduced the 
fundamental concept of fuzzy sets. In 1968 the 
study of fuzzy topology was introduced by 
Chang4. The theory of fuzzy topological spaces 
was subsequently developed by several 
authors. The concept of fuzzy b-open sets in         
fuzzy  topological spaces   was  introduced   by   
us in3.  In the present paper  fuzzy    b-
neighbourhood,  fuzzy  b-continuous  and  
fuzzy  b-open mappings in  fuzzy topological 
spaces  are  introduced  and  studied.  Also 
these mapping are related with various fuzzy 
mappings in fuzzy topological spaces. Further 
some characterizations are obtained. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES  
 

Throughout this paper X, Y and Z 
mean fuzzy topological spaces (fts for short). 
 Let f: (X,τ) → (Y,σ) be a mapping from a fts 
X to fts. Y. The definition of fuzzy sets, fuzzy 
topological spaces and other concepts by 
Chang and Zadeh can be found in4,8.K.K. Azad 

defined fuzzy regular open (fuzzy regular-
closed) and fuzzy semi-open (fuzzy semi-
closed) sets1. A.S.Bin Shahana defined fuzzy 
α-open (fuzzy α-closed) sets and fuzzy pre-
open (fuzzy pre-closed) sets2. The concept of 
fuzzy semi-pre-open (fuzzy semi-pre-closed) 
sets was studied by S.S.Thakur and Surendra 
Singh6. S. S. Benchalli and Jenifer J.K defined 
fuzzy b-open (closed) sets3. 
Definition 2.1 A fuzzy set A in a fts X is 
called 
(a)  Fuzzy regular open (fuzzy regular closed)  
 if  A = Int Cl A (A =Cl Int A) [1]. 
(b)  Fuzzy semi-open (fuzzy semi-closed) if A  
  ≤ Cl Int A (Int Cl A ≤ A) [1]. 
(c)  Fuzzy α–open (fuzzy α–closed) if A ≤ Int  
 Cl Int A (Cl Int Cl A ≤ A) [2]. 
(d) Fuzzy pre-open (fuzzy pre-closed) if A ≤  
 Int ClA (Cl IntA ≤ A) [2]. 
(e) Fuzzy semi-preopen (fuzzy semi-

preclosed) if A ≤ Cl Int ClA (Int Cl IntA ≤ 
A) [6].                                                                      

(f)  Fuzzy b-open (Fuzzy b-closed) set if A ≤ 
(Int Cl A) V (Cl IntA) ((A ≥ (Int Cl  A) 
Λ(Cl IntA)) [3]. 
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Lemma 2.2 In a fuzzy topological space we 
have the following  
(a)  Every fuzzy regular open set is fuzzy open  
 [1]. 
(b)  Every fuzzy open set is fuzzy α–open [2].  
(c)  Every fuzzy α–open set is both fuzzy  
 semi-open and fuzzy pre-open [2].  
(d)  Every fuzzy semi-open set and fuzzy b- 
 open [3]. 
(e)  Every fuzzy pre-open set is fuzzy b-open 

[3]. 
(f)  Every fuzzy b-open set is fuzzy semi-pre-

open [3]. 
Let X be a fts. Then the family of all fuzzy 

α–open, (resp.fuzzy semi-open, fuzzy pre-
open, fuzzy semi-pre-open) sets in X may be 
denoted by fα,(resp.  fs, fp, fsp) open sets. 

The complement of the above represents 
the family of fuzzy α– closed (resp. fuzzy 
semi- closed, fuzzy pre- closed, fuzzy semi-
pre- closed) sets in X and may be denoted by 
fα,(resp. fs, fp, fsp) closed sets 
 
Definition 2.2 [3] Let A be a fuzzy set in a fts 
X then,  
bCl A = Λ {B ≥ A:B is a fb-closed set of X} 
bInt A= V {C≤ A: C is a fb-open set of X}. 
Definition 2.3 A function f: X → Y f is called 
(a) fuzzy continuous [1] (semi-continuous [1], 
strongly semi-continuous [2], pre-continuous 
[2], semi-  pre-continuous [6]), if f-1(A) is f-
open (f-semi open ,f-αopen, f-preopen, f-semi-
preopen) set in X, for each f-open set A in Y. 
(b) fuzzy open [1] (semi open [1],α-open [2], 
pre-open [2]) if f(A) is f-open (f-semi open  
(fα-open, fpre-open) set in Y, for each f-open 
set A in X. 
     Fuzzy continuous, (fuzzy semi-continuous, 
fuzzy strongly semi-continuous, fuzzy pre-
continuous, fuzzy semi-pre-continuous) 
mappings are denoted as f-continuous, (fs- 
continuous, fss- continuous, fp- continuous, 
fsp- continuous).  

Definition 2.4 A fuzzy set A is quasi-
coincident [5] with a fuzzy set B denoted by A 
q B iff there exist x∈X such that A(x) +B(x) > 
1. If A and B are not quasi-coincident then we 

write A 
−
q B.  Note that A ≤  B ⇔  A 

−
q (1-B). 

Definition 2.5 A fuzzy point xp is quasi-
coincident [5] with a fuzzy set B denoted by xp 
q B iff there exist x∈X such that  p+B(x) > 1.  
 
3. FUZZY b-Neighbourhood  
 

Definition 3.1 Let A be a fuzzy set in a fts X 
and xp be a fuzzy point of X. Then A is called  
(a) b-neighbourhood of xp if there exists a fb-
open set B in X such that   xp ∈  B ≤  A. 
(b) b-q-neighbourhood of xp if there exist a fb-
open set B in X such that    xp q B ≤  A. 
Theorem 3.1 A fuzzy subset A in a fts X is fb-
open set in X if and only if for each fuzzy 
point xp ∈  A, A is a b-neighbourhood of xp. 
Proof  Let A be fb-open set in X.  For each xp 
∈  A, A ≤   A.  Therefore A is a  b- 
neighbourhood of xp. 
            Conversely, let A be a b-
neighbourhood of xp. Then by definition there 
exist a  
fb-open set B in X such that xp ∈  B ≤  A. 
Therefore A is fb-open set in X. 
 
Theorem 3.2 If A and B are b-neighbourhood 
of xp then A Λ B is also a  b- neighborhood of 
xp. 
Proof Since A and B are b-neighbourhoods of 
xp

 there exist fb-open sets L and M such that xp 

∈L Λ M ≤  A Λ B. Hence A Λ B is also a b- 
neighborhood of xp. 
 

Theorem 3.3 Let A be a fuzzy set in a fts X. 
Then a fuzzy point xp ∈  bCl (A) if and only 
 if every  b-q-neighbourhood of xp is quasi-
coincident with A. 
Proof  Let xp∈  bCl(A) and B be the b-q-
neighbourhood of xp  such that BqA.Then there 
exist a fb-open set C in X such that xp q C ≤  
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B.That implies C q A and hence A ≤  1-C . 1-
C is b-closed set in X  and bCl(A) ≤  1-C. 
Since xp ∈  1-C  that implies xp  ∉  bCl(A), 
which is a contradiction. 
        Conversely, suppose every b-q-
neighbourhood of xp is quasi-coincident with 
A. If xp  ∉  fbCl(A) then there exists a fb-
closed set B, such that A ≤  B and  xp  ∉  B. 
Hence 
1-B is fb-open set such that xp q 1-B and 1-B q 
A is a contradiction. 
 

4. FUZZY b-Mappings 
 
Definition 4.1 A mapping f: X→ Y is said to 
be fb-continuous, if  f-1(A) is  fb-open (fb-
closed) set in X, for every f-open (f-closed) set 
A in Y. 

Definition 4.2  A mapping f: X→ Y is said to 
be fuzzy b*-continuous if f-1(A) is fb-open (fb-
closed) set in X, for each fb-open (fb-closed) 
set A in Y. 
      Fuzzy b- continuous, fuzzy b* continuous, 
mappings are denoted by fb-continuous, fb*-
continuous. 
Remark 4.1 (a) Every fb*-continuous (resp. 
fp-continuous, fs-continuous) mapping is fb- 
continuous but the converse is not true. 
(b) Every fb-continuous mapping is fsp-
continuous but the converse is not true. 
The following example shows that the 
converse of the above theorem is not true. 
Example 4.1 Let X = {a, b}, Y = {x, y}, A= 
{(a, .3), (b, .4)}, B= {(x, .7), (y, .5)},  C= {(x, 
.7), (y, .7)}, D= {(x, .5), (y, 0)}. Let  τ = {o, A, 
1}, σ = {o, B, 1}, γ = {o, C, 1}, ψ = {o, D, 

1}.The mapping f: (X,τ)→ (Y,σ) defined by f 
(a) = x and f (b) = y  is fb-continuous but not 
fp-continuous because f-1(B) is fb-open but not 
fp-open in X.  
The mapping g: (X,τ)→ (Z,γ ) defined by g (a) 
= x and g (b) = y is fb-continuous but not fs-
continuous because g-1(C) is fb-open but not 

fs-open in X. The mapping  h: (X, ψ )→ (Y, τ) 
defined by h (x) =a and h (y) = b is fsp-
continuous but not  fb-continuous because h-

1(D) is fsp-open but not fb-open in X. 
We have the following characterization. 
 

Theorem 4.1 Let f: X → Y. Then the 
following statements are equivalent  
(a) f is fuzzy b-continuous,  
(b) for every f-closed set A in Y, f-1(A) is fb-
closed in X,  
(c) for every fuzzy point xp in X and every f-
open set A such that f (xp) is a fb-open 
in Y, there is a fb-open set B such that xp  ∈B 
and f(B) ≤ A, 
(d) for every fuzzy point  xp

 of X and every 
neighbourhood A of f(x),  f-1(A) is a  
b-neighbourhood of xp, 
(e) for every fuzzy point  xp

 of X and every 
neighbourhood A of f(xp), there is a   
b-neighbourhood B of xp such that f(B) ≤ A, 
(f) for every fuzzy point  xp

 of X and every 
fuzzy open set A such that f(xp) q A,  
there is a fb-open set B such that xp q B and  
f(B) ≤ A, 
(g) for every fuzzy point  xp

 of X and every q-
neighborhood A of f(xp), f

-1(A) is a 
b-q-neighbourhood of xp. 
(h) for every fuzzy point  xp

 of X and every  q-
neighborhood A of f(xp), there is a   
b-q-neighbourhood B of xp such that f(B) ≤ A. 
 

Proof   (a)⇒ (b) and (b)⇒ (a) are obvious 
(a)⇒ (c) : Let  xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a fuzzy open set in Y,  such that f(xp) ∈  A. 
Since f is fb-continuous B = f-1(A) is a fb-open 
in X such that xp ∈B and f(B) ≤ A. 
(c)⇒ (a) : Let A be a fuzzy open set in Y and 
xp∈  f-1(A) that implies f(xp) ∈A. Then by (c) 
there exist a fb-open set B in X such that xp  
∈B and f(B) ≤ A.        
Hence xp   ∈B ≤  f-1(A). Hence f-1(A) is fb-
open in X.Therefore f is fb-continuous. 
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(a)⇒ (d) : Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a neighbourhood of f(xp). Then there is a   
fuzzy  open  set  B such  that  f(xp)∈  B ≤  A. 
Now f-1(B) is fb-open set in X and xp∈ f-1B ≤  
f-1(A).Thus f-1(A) is a neighbourhood of xp in 
X. 
(d)⇒ (e) : Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a neighbourhood of f(xp).  
Then B = f-1(A)  is a b-neighbourhood of xp 
and f(B) = f(f -1(A)) ≤ A. 
(e)⇒ (c) : Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a fuzzy open set such that f(xp) ∈  A. Then 
A is a neighbourhood of f (xp). So there is b-
neighbourhood B of xp 

 in X such that xp ∈  B 
and f(B) ≤ A. Hence there is fb-open set C in 
X such that  xp ∈  C  ≤  B and f (C)≤  f(B) 
≤ A. 
(a)⇒ (f) : Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a fuzzy open set in Y such that f(xp) q A. 
Let  B =f-1(A). B is a fb-open set in X, such 
that xp q B and f(B)= f(f-1(A)) ≤ A. 
(f)⇒ (a) : Let A be a fuzzy open set in Y and 
xp∈  f-1(A).Clearly f(xp) ∈A. 
[ xp(x)]c =1- xp(x).Then f(xp) q A .Hence there 
exists a fb-open set B such that xp

c q B and 
f(B) ≤  xc

p q B ⇒  xc
p (x) +B(x) = 1-p + B(x) 

> 1⇒  B(x)> p ⇒  xp ∈ B ≤  f-1(A).  
Hence  
f-1(A) is fb-open in X. 
(f)⇒ (g) : Let xp be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be q-neighbourhood  of f(xp). Then there is a 
fuzzy open set B in Y such that f (xp) q  B ≤ A  
and so by hypothesis there exist a fb-open set 
C in X such that xpq C and f(C) ≤ A. Thus xp q 
C ≤   f-1(B) ≤   f-1(A). Hence f-1(A) is a b-q- 
neighbourhood of xp . 
(g)⇒ (h) : Let  xp  be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be q-neighbourhood of f( xp). Then  
C= f-1(A) is a b-q- neighbourhood of xp and 
f(C) = f (f-1(A)) ≤ A. 
(h)⇒ (f) : Let  xp  be a fuzzy point of X and A 
be a fuzzy open set such that f(xp) q A. Then A 

is a q-neighbourhood of f( xp). Hence there is a 
b-q-neighbourhood B of xp such that f(B) ≤ A. 
Since B is a fb-q- neighbourhood of xp, there 
exists a fb-open set C in X such that xpq C 
≤ B. Hence xpq C and f(C) ≤  f(B) ≤ A. 
Theorem 4.2 Let f: X → Y be a mapping. 
Then the following statements are equivalent 
(a) f is fb*-continuous      
(b) f(bCl (A)) ≤ bCl( f(A)) for every fuzzy 
open set A in Y. 
 

Proof  (a) ⇒ (b) : Let A be a fuzzy open set in 
Y, then bCl (A) is fb-closed set. Since f is fb*-
continuous, f-1(bCl(A)) is a fb-closed set in X, 
hence bClf-1(bCl(A)) = f-1(bCl(A)). 
Since A ≤  f-1 (f(A)), we  have  bCl(A) ≤  bCl 
(f-1f(A))  ≤  bCl (f-1(bCl(f(A)))). 
Thus bCl(A) ≤  f-1bCl(f(A)) that implies 
f(bClA) ≤  bCl(f(A)) 
(b)⇒ (a) : Let B be a fb-closed set in  Y 
implies A = f-1(B). Then f(bCl f-1(B))  ≤  
f-1[bClf(f -1(B))] ≤ f-1[bClB] = f-1(B).Therefore 
bClf-1(B) ≤ f-1(B).But f-1(bClB≤ bCl f-1(B). 
That implies f-1(B) ≤  bCl f-1(B). Therefore 
bCl f-1(B) = f-1(B) .f-1(B) is fb-closed set 
in X. Hence f is fb*-continuous. 
Theorem 4.3 If  f: X → Y is fuzzy b-
continuous and g: Y → Z is fuzzy continuous, 
then g•f:  X→ Z is fuzzy b-continuous. 
Proof   Let B be fb-open set of Z .Since g: Y 
→ Z is fuzzy continuous, g-1(B) is fuzzy open 
in Y. Now since f is fb-continuous, by 
definition f-1(g-1(B)) = (g•f)-1(B) is fb-open in 
X. Therefore g•f is fb-continuous. 
Theorem 4.4 Let X and Y be fts and f: X → 
Y. If the graph mapping g: X→ X x Y of f is 
fb-continuous, then f is fb-continuous. 
Proof Suppose g: X→ X x Y be the graph 
mapping of f: X → Y. Let g be fb-continuous 
and A be a fuzzy open set of Y. Then 1xA is a 
fuzzy open set in XxY. Since g is fb-
continuous, g-1(1xA) =1 Λ f-1(A) = f-1(A) is fb-
open in X.Hence f is fb-continuous.   
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Theorem 4.5 Let X, X1, X2 be fuzzy 
topological spaces and pi: X1 x X2 →X i(i=1,2) 
be the projection of X1 x X2 into Xi. Then if f: 
X→ X1 x X2 is a fuzzy b-continuous mapping 
then pi• f is also a fb-continuous mapping. 
Definition 4.3 A mapping f: X → Y is said to 
be fb-open (fb-closed) mapping if for every 
fuzzy open (fuzzy closed) set B in X, f (B) is 
fb-open (fb-closed) set in Y. 
Remark 4.2 (a) Every fb-open (resp.fb-closed) 
mapping is fsp-open (resp.fsp-closed).                     
(b) Every fp-open (resp.fp-closed) mapping is 
fb-open (resp.fb-closed). 
(c) Every fs-open (resp.fs-closed) mapping is 
fb-open (resp.fb-closed). 
The reverse implications are not true in 
general. 
Example 4.2 Let X = {a, b}, Y={x, y} and the 
fuzzy set A, B are defined as follows 
A = {(a, 0.7),(b, 0.8)}, B ={(x,0.4),(y,0.3)}, C 
={(x,0.5),(y,0)}, D ={(a,0.4),(b,0.4)}. 
Let τ = {0, A, 1}, σ= {0, B, 1}, ψ = {o, C, 
1}, µ = {o, D, 1}.  The mapping  

f: (X,τ) → (Y,σ) defined by f (a) =x, f (b) = y 
is fb-open, but not fp-open because 
 f (A) is fb-open but not fp-open in Y.The 
mapping g:(X,µ )→(Y,ψ ) defined by g(a) = 
x, g(b) = y is fsp-open, but not fb-open because 
g (D) is fsp-open but not fb-open in Y. The 
mapping h: (X,µ ) → (Y,σ) defined by h (a) = 
x, h (b) = y is fb-open, but not fp-open because 
f(A) is fb-open  but not fp-open in Y.  
 

Theorem 4.6 Let f: X → Y be a fb-open 
mapping. If A is a fuzzy set in Y and B is a 
fuzzy closed set in X containing f-1(A), then 
there exists a fb-closed set C in Y such that 
A ≤ C and f-1(C) ≤ B. 
 

Proof   Suppose B is a fuzzy closed set in X. 
Since f is fb-open by definition f (1-B) is fb-
open set and hence 1- f (1-B) is fb-closed in Y. 
Let C =1- f (1-B). Since f-1(A) ≤ B, we have f 

(1-B) ≤ 1-A. f-1(C) = 1- f-1 (f (1-B)) ≤ 1-(1-B) 
= B. 
Theorem 4.7 A mapping f: X → Y is fb-open 
if and only if f (Int (A)) ≤  bInt (f (A)), for 
every fuzzy set A of X. 
Proof   Let A be a fuzzy open set in X, then Int 
(A) is a fuzzy open set in A.  Since  f  is  fb-
open mapping f (Int (A)) is fb-open in Y. 
Hence f (Int (A)) = bInt (f (Int (A))) ≤  bInt (f 
(A)). 
           Conversely, let A be a fuzzy closed set 
in X. Then by hypothesis f (A) = f (Int (A)) 
≤ bInt (f (A)).That implies f (A) is fb-open in 
Y. Hence f is fb-open mapping. 
Theorem 4.8 If  f: X → Y is fuzzy open and g: 
Y → Z is fb-open, then g • f is fb-open.  
Proof   Suppose B is a fuzzy open set in X. 
Since f: X → Y is fuzzy open mapping, f (B) is 
fuzzy open set in Y. Now g: Y → Z is fb-open, 
hence g (f (B)) = (g • f)(B)  is fb-open in Z. 
Theorem 4.9 Let f: X → Y and g: Y → Z be 
two mappings. If f is fuzzy continuous, onto  
and g • f is fb-closed, then g is fb-closed. 
Proof   Let A be a fuzzy closed set in Y. Since 
f is fuzzy continuous, f-1(A) is fuzzy closed in 
X. Now g • f is fb-closed and f is onto so,       
(g • f) (f-1 (A)) = g (A) which is  fb- closed in 
Z. Hence g is fb-closed mapping. 
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